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JUMBO FDC GETS CANCELS ABOARD TRAIN
by R. L. Rainey

On the eleventh of March, a jumbo size cover with Swiss railroad anniversary stamps was cancele d
aboard a train in the canton of Vaud . Not a world-shaking event, but possibly interesting for anyone who migh t
wonder how it came about .

To start with, the author of this report was struck by th e
illustration on the P .T .T . promotion brochure boasting the 150th
Railroad Anniversary stamps . What a chance to make up a cover with a
full color cachet! All that was needed was a standard C5 forma t
envelope, a pair of scissors and some thinned-down Elmer's glue .

The envelope was self-addressed and sent with a covering letter
to a member of AHPS who lives in La Tour de Peilz near Vevey . Pen pal
Jean-Paul Jaccard was generous in affixing a set of stamps .

Then came the hard part . . . to place the cover aboard a trai n
without a paying passenger to request the in-transit cancellation . Here
Monsieur Jaccard used some ingenuity. Among his friends there is a
former letter carrier . With the help of the ex-letter carrier, Jaccard got i n
touch with a working agent of the railroad who lives "just down the
boulevard ." The agent agreed to take the letter along on the night trai n
and cancel the stamps with BAHNPOST-AMBULANT . There is no
community name in the dater postmark, but a train number gives a clue as to what line the train ran on .

Cont . pg. 3

Pleased and proud collector says ,
"Look at what came in the mail? "
One-in-a-million cover travele d
over 8500 miles without mishap .
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Bibliography Project
updating the AHPS Index

by Dale Reggen

First issued at AMERIPEX in Chicago, thi s
bibliography will bring together over 4,000 5 x 1 0
reference cards on Swiss philatelic articles in other
publications . This project advances slowly but surely .
This is being undertaken as a computer project with
the aim of making the completed work available o n
the Internet for everyone to access !
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Profile of a Swiss Stamp Collector
Walter Nazarenko

by Rudy Schaelchl i

My interest in stamp collecting dates back t o
1958 while serving in the US Army in the Canal Zone .
I came across a huge amount of stamps from Central
and South America. I was able to join a well
organized stamp club in Balboa where I could trad e
my many duplicates and expand my interest in world -
wide collecting. Within a few years I had more
stamps than I could
handle and participated
in up to fifty exchanges .
Upon my retirement from
the Army, I started my
own stamp exchange, th e
Pocahontas Stam p
Exchange. My interest in
Swiss Philatelie started
in 1972 as a result of
meeting one of th e
members of my exchang e
business . Having a larg e
supply of Swiss stamps,
he in turn wanted to
expand his interest int o
world-wide collecting .

After discontinuing my exchange business I wa s
no longer interested in a world-wide collection an d
started reducing my areas, but still collected far to o
many countries .

At the present time my main interest in th e
stamps of Switzerland are the Swiss stamps issue d
for use by the UN European Offices .

July Crossword Puzzle
Are you sufficiently frustrated that you would lik e
some help? You may have noticed that 31 acros s
should have read "32 across ." When you're ready for

some more help, here 's the key :

Cancels Aboard Train (continued from page 1 )

Postmarks from moving trains are less commo n

now, the author surmises, because during dayligh t

business hours it is assumed that postal patrons ca n

transact all dispatch business at a community fixed -

location post office. NO DAYTIM E

AMBULANT - Is it official'? .

The quality of dater strikes on the

cover says something about the condition o f

stamp pads or inking on that particular rai l

line . One might guess that the equipment

does not get much use to serve norma l

passengers, and railroad management doe s

not have a budget for night route stam p

collectors .

Since the author does not spea k

French, he proffers only a humongou s

"Merci beaucoup" to every collaborator i n

this postmark chase .
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Who's Who on Swiss Stamp s

Physician

Designer : Karl Bicke l
Printer: Swiss PTT

First Day: June 1, 1963
Issue: 3,110,000

Anna Heer, born in Olten (Canton Solothurn) on March 22, 1863, was honored on the 1963 Pro Patria stamp .
Due to her mother's illness, she had to take care of the younger siblings . Later she studied medicine in Zurich
and became the first woman doctor in Switzerland in 1888 . Together with Dr . Marie Heim, she founded th e
Swiss Training School for Nurses in 1901 at the Women's Hospital in Zürich where she worked as Chief
Surgeon until her death of blood poisoning on Sept . 12, 1918 . Anna Heer worked also on improving th e
education for young women doctors, nurses and medical helpers .

First Day Cover with the 1963 Pro Patria stamps .

September 199 74 TELL



AHPS Auction 110

The Zumstein 1996 Schweiz-Liechtenstein Catalog is the basis for the value column except where noted ; the conversion
rate used is SFr . 1 = $ .70 .

Please send your bids to George Struble, 210 18th St . NE, Salem OR 97301 . Bids must be received by October 10 .
I do accept bids by phone. This is not a large auction, but it contains some nice items . I encourage you to bid; buyer s
especially in the last few auctions have taken some excellent bargains, and still other bargains just as good have gon e
unsold .

Encouraged by Bruce Marsden's seminar on philately and the Internet, I am putting the items in this auction on a We b
page . This has several advantages over the photos I have often included in Tell : (1) I can show all the lots ; (2) I can show
them in color ; and (3) I can enlarge them to show detail as appropriate to each item . Find them at

httpil/www.willamette.edu/~gstruble/phila/auct110.htm Of course there is one big disadvantage : not all AHPS members
have good access to the Internet and a Web browser . So my promise is this : if you want pictures (black and white) of a
few lots on paper, I will print them from the Web page and mail them to you . Please send me a SASE at least !

Our next AHPS auction will appear in the January Tell . I need items for that auction ; please get them to me by Novembe r
1 . That will be my last auction, since I will be out of the country for four months, and I have been your auction manage r
for almost six years . Thank you for your support . Bruce Marsden will be our next auction manager ; please give him your
thanks and support too .

Lot

	

Descriptio n

Classic s

1 Z. 2W (Sc . 1L4) 6-Rp. Zürich . Top and bottom margins, right side cut close ,
left side slightly cut into . Red rosette cancel . Zeigler certif: "somewhat faded;
repaired especially at lower right where corner is added and redrawn "
Honegger price list has a repaired copy at SFr 40 0

2 Z. 16II Pf. 6 (Sc . 8) T4, Stone D, RU . Light blue fed . grill cancel . Zeigler
certif: "brownish yellow shade, adequate to wide margins on all four sides, withou t
faults . Shows plate flaw 6, missing mouthpiece of horn . "

3 Z. 16II .1 .09 (Sc . 8) Light blue grill cancel . Zeigler certif : "on heavy 'Karton
papier', fresh color, light cancel, adequate to large margins on all sides, without
faults "

4 Z. 16II and 17II (Sc . 8 and 10) tied to piece with somewhat heavy blue grill cancel .
16II is T34, Stone B, LO ; 17II is T36, Stone A2, O . Rare stones, fresh colors .
Zeigler certif: "10 Rp cut close at least but still has microscopic margin ; 5 Rp . with
wide margins all around" Other three sides of 10 Rp . have adequate to wide
margins . 1992 Zumstein Spec . ca t

5 Z . 17II (Sc . 10) with black fed . grill cancel . T19, Stone B1, LU. Zeigler certif:
"excellent margins, showing cutting lines on 3½ sides ; tiny corner crease at extreme
lower left corner, otherwise superb, attractive and without fault "

6 Z . 17b .1 .02 (Sc . 10) 3/12 lines around cross . T24, Stone B2, LU H . Canceled by
black PD Four good margins, clean, fresh color, light corner crease . Kimmel
certif . 1992 Zumstein Spec . cat .

Strubels

7 Z. 24B (Sc . 22) Almost four full frame lines, two margins . Black fed . grill cancel

8 Z . 25B (Sc . 23) 20 Rp . Three margins, black fed . grill cance l

Value M B

1400 10 0

203 125

273 200

665 350

367 17 5

259 200

105 3 5

154 42

September 1997
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9 Z . 25B (Sc . 23) Four full frame lines, sheet margins to and left . Other two
margins normal, but close at bottom left .

10 Z . 26C (Sc . 29) 40 Rp . Four framelines, two margins . Light fed . grill cance l

11 Z . 26C (Sc . 29) 40 Rp . Left sheet margin, top margin, bottom full frameline ,
right frameline cut into . Split frameline at top . Light round cance l

12 Z . 24F (Sc. 33) 15 Rp . Three margins, left frameline cut into . Nice black fed .
grill cance l

13 Z . 25G, 26G (Sc . 39, 40) with cds on each stamp tied to piece . 20 Rp. has wide
margins top and bottom, left and right framelines cut into ; 40 Rp . has thre e
margins, cut into at top

Sitting Helveti a

14 Z . 45 .2 .01 (Sc . 61) 5-ct . double impression, one upside down, in pair wit h
normal stamp. M NH F-VF centering . 1992 Zumstein cat .

15 Z . 49 (Sc . 65) 25-ct . green . F-VF, Geneve 1 MAI 82 cds . Liniger certif . and
signed

16 Z . 51 .2 .01 (Sc . 67 50-ct . double impression, one upside down, in pair with
normal stamp. F-VF M, several short perfs . Some perf . seps reinforced by hinges
top and bottom . 1992 Zumstein Spec . Cat .

Standing Helveti a

17 Z . 69C 40-ct . VF centering, light Kottwil 4.III .94 cds, small thin spot near botto m

18 Z . 86A .3.41 (Sc . 105) 20-ct . retouch . SON ZÜRICH 25 .IX.06 cds . F centering ,
no faults . Guinand certif . and signed . 1992 Zumstein spec . cat .

19 Z . 89A (Sc. 108a) 40 Rp . F-VF used

20 Z . 92A (Sc. 111) 3fr . VF centering, several short perfs ; good SON cd s

UPU and later issue s

21 Z . 77B (Sc . 98) 5 ct . UPU F-VF M NH, fresh colo r

22 Z . 116 (Sc . 145) 3 fr . VF M LH

23 Z . 142 (Sc . 182) 3 fr . red VF M H R

24 Z . 163-6 (Sc . 200-203) VF M LH

25 Z . 178 (Sc . 206) 5 fr . VF MH

26 Z . 205y 20 ct . F-VF M LH

27 Z . 355, 356, 358, 363R (Sc . 382b, 383b, 385b, 390b) 5-ct ., 10-ct ., 20-ct ., 50-ct .
Mint strips of 5 with control number on one stamp . VF M NH . 1992 Zumstei n
Spec. cat .

Tête-beche . . .

28 Z . K9 (Sc . 172c) F-VF used

29 Z . K15 (Sc. 197a) F-VF, single nice centered cds

30 Z . Z39 20-ct ., 30-ct . insects . Top margin pair . VF M NH but hinge mark only in
selvedg e

31 Z . Z41 30-ct ., 20-ct . insects (vertical pair) . VF M NH

154

	

54

98

	

3 5

98

	

3 5

297

	

9 0

154

	

5 0

32

	

2 5

84

	

3 5

290

	

150

140

	

3 0

124

	

100

157

	

5 4

126

	

3 5

42

	

3 5

770

	

23 0

280

	

7 0

402

	

140

350

	

80

210

	

65

59

	

25

175

	

70

84

	

50

17

	

7

28

	

1 3
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Air Mai l

32 Z. F12 (Sc. C12) 1 fr . VF M HR

33 Z. F13 (Sc. C15) 2 fr . VF M LH

34 Z. F15z (Sc . C14a) 40 ct . with grilled gum . VF used

Pro Juventute, Pro Patria . . .

35 Z. WI 83.3.01 1937 PJ 20+5 retouch . VF used . 1992 Zumstein Spec . catalog

36 Z . WI 98I + 99I (Sc . B116) 1941 PJ sheet VF M LH

37 Z . W III 1 (Sc . 226) 1934 NABA sheet . VF M LH

38 Z . W III 8 (Sc . B80) 1936 Huntsman sheet VF M LH with a couple of bends at
top

39 Z . W III 31 (Sc . B178) 1948 IMABA sheet VF M LH

40 Z . W III 32 (Sc . B206) 1951 Lunaba sheet VF M LH

International Agencies

41 Z . D I 5 (Sc . 1 0 5) 15-ct . Industrielle Kriegswirtschaft F-VF M N H

42 Z . D II 65-75 (Sc . 037-47) 1950 Officials VF M NH

43 Z . D IV 15 (Sc. 3010) 20-ct . BIT F-VF M LH . Fresh color

44 Z . D IV 63-83 (Sc . 3062-82) 1944 BIT set . F-VF M LH

45 Z. D IV 84.2A.01 - 94 .2A.01 (Sc . 3083-93) 1950 BIT set with notched A
variety on each stamp . F-VF M LH. 1992 Zumstein Spec . Cat .

46 Z . D IV 84-94 (Sc . 3083-93) 1950 BIT set F-VF used (hard to find used! )

47 Z . D V 1-21 (Sc . 401-21) BIE 1944 set . VF M HR

48 Z . D V 29 .2A.02-39 .2A.02 (Sc . 4029-39) Short I variety on each stamp . VF M
LH. 1992 Zumstein Spec . cat .

49 Z . D VI 23-25 (Sc . 5023-25) World Health Org . high values F-VF, nicely
cancele d

50 Z. D VII 1-20 (Sc . 701-20) VF M LH except 80 ct ., 5 fr . with HR

51 Z. D VIII 1-8 (Sc . 601-8) Int'l . Refugee Org . VF M LH

Postage Du e

52 Z. P38-41 (Sc. J44-47) Overprinted Postage Dues, each in block of four with clea n
single central cancels . P38 and P40 have a few perf seps .

Covers

53 Z. 24D (Sc . 28) 15 Rp . upside down on 1858 cover Geneve to Vevey . Stamp has
two good margins, two framelines cut away . Clear Geneve cds . Rubber stamped
Kuhne & Cie Geneve return address

54 Z. Ganzsachen cat . : cards 144, 144a Train centenaries First Day covers, addressed .
Message sides of cards contain Z . 277-80 (Sc . 308-11) also with First Day cancel s

55 Z . 163 (Sc . 200) 90 ct . on censored cover to NY, forwarded to Canada . Stamp F-
VF, nice cancel, clean cover

133 3 5

245 60

84 2 3

71 24

126 46

770 280

70 20

91 3 8

262 90

24 9

70 7 0

154 7 5

63 3 5

750 17 5

122 75

105 45

252 100

126 60

490 200

98 60

63 3 5

105 3 5

35++ 1 2

100
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3 0

50

6 0

4 0

2 6

5 0

60

1 2

40

9

1 9

9

40

5 6

50

56 Two postcards : Z. 266-7 (Sc . 297-8) Pax 40, 50 ct ., and Z . 265, 268 (Sc . 296,

	

77
299) Pax 30, 60 ct ., both addressed to NY . Second card has minor tear not
affecting stamp s

57 Z. 269 (Sc . 300) Pax 80-ct . on reg. cover to Panama

	

126

58 Z. 270 (Sc . 301) Pax 1 fr . on airmail cover to NY

	

15 7

59 Z . 272, 275 (Sc . 303, 306) Pax 3 fr . on reg. air cover to NY

	

10 5

60 18 different cacheted, unaddressed First Day covers 1975-79 . All VF

	

6 7

61 Zeppelin cover Sieger 45B, German stamps tied to cover by Zeppelin 2 .11 .29
cancel ; cover also has 2 .XI .29 Zürich cancel

62 Zeppelin flight Sieger 46, Luftpost Handbuch 18.D.a1. Franked with F11 ,
carrying red Zeppelin 2 .XI.29 cancel and St. Gallen arrival stamp. Postcard

63 Z . F49 (Sc. B541) 1988 Pro Aero on unaddressed First Day cover and on five

	

3 1
special 50th Pro Aero Anniversary flight covers May 19, 1988 (but four flight s
were delayed by weather until May 27) . All VF. Flugpost cat . SF88.1a-e,
Zumstein V/A 90a-e

64 Z . W I 125-8 (Sc . B179-82) with additional 5-ct . First Day cover addressed to E .

	

112
Buser jr . Clean cover, German cancel

65 PJ 1975-78 Cacheted unaddressed First Day covers, all VF

	

2 3

66 Pro Patria 1945 set on cover to Nova Scotia, with extra 5-ct . plus 10-ct . and 20-ct .

	

84 +
landscapes . Envelope has tear at top left, away from the stamps

67 Pro Patria 1976, 77, 79 Cacheted unaddressed First Day covers . All VF

	

2 2

68 Covers and cards of 1974 Internaba sheet (Z . W III 50, Sc . 585) : FDCs of whole

	

12 3
sheet with Bern and UPU cancels, and 8 .6 .74 cover Basel Journée de l'UPU cancel ;
horizontal and vertical pairs (Z . Z46-49) FDCs ; two sets of maximum cards wit h
single stamps : one set with Basel FD cancels, the other set with Bern, also FD

Liechtenstein covers

69 Liechtenstein Z. 59 (Sc . 68) 80 Rp. on 1922 registered cover Vaduz to Konstanz .

	

14 0
Cover is somewhat dirty, and with vertical crease, but stamp is VF . Censor's label
on back of envelope

70 Liechtenstein 85B, 89A, F5 on registered air cover : First flight Vaduz to St . Gallen

	

105 +
31. Aug. 30 (Z. V/A 32B)

AHPS Auction 10 9
May 1997

Prices Realized
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Where have all the
Philatelists Gone?
by David E. Durham

Stamp collecting is in decline. So are all other
sorts of collecting . And I wonder about personal
creativity, too. Recently I was in Japan, a nation that
I thought had more than your average number o f
stamp collectors . I took nearly $300 worth of U.S .
sheets - and ended up giving away only 3 sheets . Not
so many collectors .

Last September in The American Philatelist ,
Kenneth Rowe called our attention to a study by Arm
McGreevy which informed us of several things . First ,
during this century children have changed thei r
emphasis from collecting items they found o r

made (rocks, model airplanes, stamps, homemad e
dolls) to things they bought (sports cards, stuffed
animals, plastic cars) .

Second, the variety of collectibles declined fro m
over 300 types in 1907 to just 72 in 1988, and th e
percentage of children who collect nothing ha s
increased. Only 5% of the American population wil l
ever seriously be a collector of anything at all .
McGreevy's study shows that only 15 children out o f
300 in the study collected stamps . And most of them
forget their collection when they leave school .

Stamp collecting is not a passive activity . Many
of our collectors belong to "study groups," an
appropriate name, for as Rowe points out, philately ,
unlike sports cards or the like, requires knowin g
about printing, perforating, paper, watermarks, an d
minutae details (see articles of Felix Ganz, exhibits o f
Stone and Soderberg, etc .) . Collecting stamps
requires intellectual effort .

The future for such groups as A .H.P.S. probably
lies in recruiting new adults and attracting person s
who are already collectors with the beauty, the
fascination, the uniqueness of Swiss stamps . To that
end, I hope our A .H.P .S. membership is keeping it s
eye out for new members, sharing with our friends an d
neighbors the joy we get from our Helvetic haven .

Variety of the Basel Dove?
by Bob Gross o

The "Basler Taube" or Basel Dove, Zst . cat . no .
8, is admired by all collectors of the stamps of
Switzerland . Years ago, a well known stamp deale r
breaking up his
persona l
collection ,
wanted me to
have his Basel
Dove that he
had owned for
several years .
To quote him ,
"I want it to go
to someone I
know and wh o
will enjo y
having it rather
than put it int o
an auction"

As customary, this stamp was expertized by a
well-known Swiss expert who described the stamp a s
genuine, canceled with the usual red Basel double rin g
with date (Zweikreis Basel mit datum) .

Recently I realized this stamp is noticeably
different from that shown in the catalogue . The
double lined U-shaped curved border below STADT-
POST-BASEL continues to the top frame line on th e
right side, but
terminates a t
the thi n
horiz onta l
double lin e
frame on the left
side. The actua l
stamp is shown
in Fig. 1 . Fig. 2
is my attempt t o
highlight this
difference .

Has anyone seen a Basel Dove with this variation?

Fig. 2

Fig . 1

Stanley Gibbons Makes Special Offer

Enclosed in this issue of The Tell is a letter and order form provided by Stanley Gibbon s
Publications, arguably the leading British publisher of stamp catalogues . Information about A.H.P.S. is
being carried in part 8, the volume that includes Switzerland and Italy. They publish 22 parts to cove r
the world .

Details are included on the order form, which you are requested to use . This special offer i s
presented to us only through The Tell .
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Matterhorn Meanderings

by Dick Hall

Wow! I knew that there was a lot of knowledg e
out there within our membership and that we have a
very helpful group, but I was amazed at th e
responses I received from my first column . Let me
thank Erny Bergman, Dick Blaney, Peter Hobbs ,
Douglas Houtris, Michael Rutherfoord, Harlan Stone ,
and Walter Weber for their most helpful responses t o
my questions . You guys really amazed me !

Let's start off with the first question, which
dealt with the sample stamps . I was informed by
several people of an on-going series of articles in th e
Bulletin of the Helvetia Society (G .B.) by Derrick Slat e
on this subject . These articles appeared in Bulletins
in 1983, 1994, 1995, 1996, and this year. These
articles are based on a book Derrick published in May
1994 entitled "Swiss Trial Prints ." I have never seen
a copy of this book or know nothing of its availability .
Perhaps someone out there can enlighten us . The
person who posed the question to me has been put i n
contact with Derrick . I look forward to a fruitful
collaboration between these two, hopefully to appea r
in TELL. They know more about these items tha t
you could think possible . As Dick Blaney said ,
"Stamp collecting is a disease," and we are going to
reap the benefits of this passion .

For those of you who would like to read the
articles in the Bulletin, our society and our British
counterpart trade subscriptions to our respectiv e
journals . The copies of the Bulletin that the AHP S
receives are deposited in the APRL in State College ,
PA. As an affiliate of the APS, all AHPS members
can borrow items from the APR L

The second question that I posed in my las t
column dealt with air mail rates and routes fro m
Switzerland . I talked about the long-running series of
articles by Roland Kohl in Postgeschichte . Lo and
behold, in the next issue of Postgeschichte, which
arrived shortly after I wrote the column, there was an
announcement of the publishing of "Die
Schweizerischen Flugpost-Zuschlagstaxen ab 1919"
by Roland Kohl . It is available for Fr 80.- by overseas
bookpost from Postgeschichte-Verlag, Oberdorfstrass e
8, Postfach 174, CH-8024 Zürich 1, Switzerland . I
have ordered a copy for my personal library but
haven't received it as yet .

If any of you looked at Roland's exhibit at
Pacific '97 you know that he has probably the fines t
collection of Swiss air mail postal history in existence ,
well deserving of the large gold he received there .
"Drool buckets" were a requirement when looking a t
it!

Let me skip to the fourth question I posed in
last issue's column . This had to do with th e
abundance of enclaves in Switzerland — little areas o f
one canton inside the borders of a neighboring canton .
Michael Rutherfoord, who was a gold mine o f
information on several of the questions I posed, ha s
been putting together an article on these which wil l
appear soon, hopefully. His read on the question
highlights the Swiss independence . He tells about
how these enclaves are, even today, being added to .
Evidently, a commune might be predominately of on e
religion in an area of another — catholic an d
protestant are the main differences . So, to prevent
fighting they simply align themselves with the
neighboring canton that is more closely in agreement
with their religious beliefs . Modern day reasons are
more likely to deal with taxes, school systems, or
other "important" issues of modern life . I would hate
to see the United States if we allowed such changes in
our state boundaries !

Speaking of enclaves, are you aware of the tw o
international enclaves in Switzerland? Most Swis s
collectors are familiar with Campione d'Italia that is
across the lake from Lugano. It is separated fro m
Italy by a kilometer or so of Switzerland . My wife and
I took the boat across the lake when we visite d
Lugano in 1993 and had lunch at a lakesid e
restaurant in Campione . They take Swiss or Italian
money. I stopped in the post office before our trip
back. I sent myself a post card and had a choice o f
either Swiss or Italian stamps . I guess the Swiss-
stamped cards go across the lake to Lugano and ente r
the Swiss mail system there and the Italian-stamped
cards are trucked to the nearest Italian town to ente r
the Italian mail system .

The other enclave is at the northern edge of
Switzerland . In the complicated geographical border
region around Schaffhausen, there is a small piece o f
Germany within the Canton of Schaffhausen . Again ,
it is about a kilometer away from Germany proper .
The name of the town is Büsingen . I've never been
there, but I understand that they have a similar
postal choice as Campione . I wonder how the border
formalities were handled during the Second Worl d
War. Does anyone out there know anything about th e
postal history of this German town ?

Let me now get to the final question from last
issue's column. This dealt with the recurring suffixes
on Swiss town names . Michael Rutherfoord agai n
came to the rescue, as did several other members .
Michael again is preparing an article on this subjec t
so I don't want to steal his thunder but let me
summarize his research in the derivation of the Swis s
town names .

As we all know, Switzerland has been inhabite d
since pre-historic times . In Roman times, a trib e
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known as the Helvetii, a Celtic group, inhabited
Switzerland . The Romans gave the first town name s
to the region and many of these have survived
relatively unchanged since Roman times . For
example the town of Avenches in Canton Vaud wa s
known as Aventicum to the Romans .

In the 5th century, the Allemani invaded Roman
Switzerland from the north and drove the Romans
out . Over the next century or so, the Alleman i
migrated into Switzerland from the north as did the
Burgundians from the west. This period gives us th e
town name endings of "-ingen" and "-heim . "
Andelfingen in Canton Zürich typifies the former . Its
name means "where Andolfs people live . "
Stammheim, also in Canton Zürich, means "the
homestead of the Stamm family . "

A second migration occurred i n
the 7th century, primarily into th e
Zürich region . Settlements from thi s
era give us the "-ikon" and "-wil "
suffixes . Dietlikon means "the farm
of Dietilo's people ." The "-wil" suffix
indicates that there was a Roman
house, "villa," at the location . Hence
Geroldswil means "the house o f
Gerolt ." I guess Rapperswil is wher e
Michael Jackson lives! !

I thank Michael for this
fascinating foray into Swis s
archeology. I look forward to his
complete article .

Michael was the only perso n
who posed a question for me to ask
you this month . He asks :

"Does anyone know when printe d
messages like `Happy New Year"
(in German, French, Italian, o r
English) could be sent in an
unsealed envelope, but signed b y
hand, for the printed matter rate ,
instead of as a letter?"

Any answers?

This column has gotten quit e
lengthy so I'd better stop. You can
write me at :

Post Office Box 66 6
Manhattan Beach, CA 90267-066 6

Keep those cards and letters (an d
questions) coming.
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We're on the Web
While "surfing the web" last month we foun d

a home page for Swiss stamp collectors . There was
an opportunity to post an e-mail message to th e
webmaster so we indicated that the TELL is
"always interested in current news and stories of
human interest on Swiss Philately ." We also asked
him to pass on to us "news that would be of interes t
to American collectors of Swiss stamps . . . "

Our "ad" has been posted at the following web
address :

www .stamps.ch/ad_inter.html

Thanks to our Swiss Webmeister friend! He
can be found at : http ://www.stamps.ch
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President's Musings
I am sure that all of you missed my column in th e

July TELL. I missed the deadline because of my
attendance at PACIFIC 97 . Thus this will have t o
cover the information for two issues .

First I would like to extend my thanks to Harlan
Stone for his excellent write up of Sophie Buser . It is
obvious that Sophie Buser played a very key role i n
Harlan's becoming a stamp collector .

That got me thinking about people who played a
role in my adopting this hobby . That person was Dan
Stone, a Denver stamp dealer and past president of
the ASDA. One summer I worked as a courier i n
downtown Denver. I spent my lunch time at Dan' s
shop . I did not have much money and I bought very
little, but he cared and he taught me a lot . I would
have to call him my Philatelic mentor, just as Sophi e
Buser was a mentor to Harlan .

Who was your mentor? That person who got you
interested, excited, and educated about stamps . More
important, what child are you being a mentor to ?
Have you passed on to the next generation or two th e
knowledge and excitement that has made yo u
continue collecting over the years? If each of us coul d
just mentor 2 others, the hobby would remain vibran t
and alive long after we have passed from this scene .
The July TELL had a number of fine articles o n
PACIFIC 97, so you are aware of the events that took
place. I would like to thank Bruce Marsden for hi s
efforts in organizing the AHPS events, especially th e
outstanding dinner .

One item that was not reported was the possibl e
formation of a United Nations study group . If you are
interested in joining a United Nations study grou p
within AHPS, write Greg Galletti at: WFP, P .O. Box
466, Mt . Airy, MD 21771 .

I am sorry to report that George Struble will resign
as auction manager at the end of the year . George
has done an excellent job and I enjoyed working wit h
him, both as President and as editor . Fortunately
Bruce Marsden has agreed to take over as auctio n
manager .

For those who did not make PACIFIC 97, we
missed you . Please try to attend one of the next tw o
conventions . I am sure that you will enjoy it, learn a
lot about Swiss Philately, and meet some really grea t
people .

Dick Barton
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Swiss Exhibits at PACIFIC 97
by Harlan F. Stone

Although PACIFIC 97 included only a fe w
Swiss exhibits, they were prominent, with thre e
winners of large gold medals . the results, for both
members and non-members of AHPS, were :

Traditional Class :
Classic Switzerland 1843-1854 by Hans Zweifel ,

large gold .
Sitting Helvetia by Harlan F . Stone, gold .
Sitting Helvetia by Ralph B . Soderberg, larg e

vermeil .
Postal History Class :
Swiss Letter Mail to Foreign Destinations 1849 -

75 by Richard Schaefer Sr., large gold .
Swiss Outbound Mail 1875-1910 by Richard

Schaefer Jr ., large vermeil .
Aerophilately Class :
Air Posts of Switzerland 1870-1946 by Roland F .

Kohl, large gold .
Youth Class :
1960 Definitive Issue by Dominic Alber, large

vermeil .
1949 Definitive Issue by Marcel Rimann, vermeil .
1941 and 1949 Definitive Issues by Pasca l

Knobel, large silver .
Pro Patria Issues 1938-50 by Blaise Kientsch ,

large silver .
Literature Class :
Swiss Letter Mail to Foreign Countries 1459 -

1907 by Richard Schaefer Sr ., gold .
Catalog of the Taxed Documents of Switzerland ,

Vols . 1-3, by Gene Kelly, bronze .

We are Looking for Authors! !

Yes, I know this issue of The Tell is skimpy .
Why? Because we have not had much cop y
submitted, that's why! Mary Lou and Davi d
generate the publication, but it is your magazine ;
only you can write for us !

We certainly miss Herb Brach and Felix Ganz -
and we cannot expect monthly articles from Harlan
Stone and Chuck LaBlonde . And so, my friends, we
are looking for original research and ideas ; we are
seeking appropriate reprints from English and other -
language sources ; we hope to have some humor an d
fun articles; we want some pieces about curious
covers, unique cancellations, special issues .

We prefer your contribution on computer disk ,
either Mac or DOS, saved as a textfile . But we will
take it in any form, even handwritten! Picture s
make it more interesting . Any material or disk you
send, we will happily return . Needless to say, the
Editor reserves the right to judge th e
appropriateness of any submission . We do not
change your article without your approval - well ,
except maybe occasionally the grammar !
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